
the art of updating materials



OUR MISSION...

REVAMP creative process outcome are unique objects or series of items. 
Everything we produce is handcrafted.  Materials such as wood, copper, 
metal and low-VOC finishes are re-used to achieve the lowest footprint 
possible. Therefore, each piece is absolutely unique.

We love to think and blend styles and functionalities, while being focused 
on sustainability, re-using materials, ideas and concepts. The products, 
partnerships and collaborations are always aiming to showcase unique, 
well-designed products and services that are practical, timeless and 
sustainable. 

We purposely make the piece with possible imperfections in mind. We 
believe scuffs and scratches enhance the look of every piece’s result. We 
clean and sand the materials from remains of cement and dirt, but signs of 
previous painting, oxide or traces of existing nails may remain.

THE MEMORY OF THE MATERIAL
IS NOT TOTALLY ERASED
YET IT’S BROUGHT TO A NEW LIFE.



WHAT WE DO...

REVAMP is an independent multi-disciplinary Studio based in Barcelona, leaded by Marisol Gonzalez Nohra, creative 
designer (former Usame founder). 

We thrive on the challenge of creating green, useful and beautiful objects and experiences. There are threads that run 
through all of our work - an interest in nature, a passion for exploring materials and aesthetics, and a desire to create 
objects, experiences and environments that enhance the feeling of happiness and wellness.

OUR WORK SPANS THROUGH A RANGE OF 
DISCIPLINES FROM FURNITURE AND LIGHTING TO 
INTERIOR DESIGN AND FULL BRANDING 



SUSTAINABILITY AND SCAFFOLDING WOOD...

Used scaffolding wood brings different low footprints and every item has its own 
different marks. It is a type of hard pine, with a long fibre, that gives elasticity and 
makes it resistant to temperature changes and harsh weather conditions. Scaffolding 
wood has this rough appearance and a grey color for being outdoors for a long time. 

This wood is difficult to work, because it has different thicknesses, but it is precisely 
these inequalities that make it authentic. We clean and sand it to avoid splinters but 
keeping the “old” aspect of recycled wood.

We work to reduce our impact at every level of our practice. This makes a big 
difference in the creative thinking, in the materials we choose, in the production 
processes and through our supply chain. An example: Scaffolding wood trees grow 
very fast, so the use of this wood contributes to avoiding deforestation. Products made 
with this wood are considered "green" around the world for this reason. Besides the 
fact it is a recycled material. 

AFTER A 5 YEARS USE FOR CONSTRUCTION, 
THE SCAFFOLDING WOOD THAT REVAMP SELECTS BECOMES
FURNITURE, PANELLING WALLS, FLOORS AND CEILINGS. 



Selection of materials is very important for us. At REVAMP we not only select 
re-used materials, but also the ones that we can give a new shape or use.  The 
closer we find them, the less they are processed, the best energy saving is 
done. Our new items includes copper pipes, plastic fruit crates, and the use of 
color to contrast the old re-cycled wood.

Most of our pieces are designed to be customizable, we can taylor the scale, 
shape and colour of our designs to suit your needs. Our creative/branding 
services follow the same premises as our pieces.  

IS NOT ONLY RECYCLING, IT IS REVAMPING...

#revamp  #recycle #upcycle #renovation #restore #refresh #restart 
#remake #homeimprovement #overhaul  #updating   #interiors 
#homedecor #timeless #love #passion #value #design #unique 
#hunt #find #sand #wax #wood #colour #scaffolding #makers 
#manufacture #home #furniture #table #lighting #sofa #shelves 
#bed #environement #conscious #change #eco #materials #green 
#house #interior #projects #unique #timeless #contemporary #loft 
#builder #container #marisolgonzaleznohra 



CONTACT INFO:

WWW.REVAMP-STUDIO.COM
marisol@revamp-studio.com 
+34662195342

WHO WE ARE...

Marisol González Nohra, Creative Designer, born in Lima, came to Barcelona fifteen years ago and graduated in Editorial 
Design at Barcelona University.  After working some years in advertising agencies, with an eye for design, and a passion for 
interiors, she became in 2010 co-founder of Usame, furniture design company based on re-using reclaimed materials. Today, 
she revamped the brand and divides her time between creative consulting, furniture design and her son, Luca. 

Follow us at:

http://www.revamp-studio.com
mailto: marisol@revamp-studio.com
https://www.facebook.com/RevampStudio
http://instagram.com/revampstudio/


IMAGE CAMPAIGN. NEW COLLECTION

TARA. Copper & reclaimed wood hanger



IMAGE CAMPAIGN

WAX. Reclaimed wood candle holder



IMAGE CAMPAIGN

TOMMY RECYCLE. Plastic fruit crates buffet

TOMMY YELLOW. Plastic fruit crates buffet



IMAGE CAMPAIGN

OLA. Reclaimed wood dinner/work table

BAFFY YELLOW. High gloss painted scaffolding wood.



IMAGE CAMPAIGN

TWIN CHAIRS. Scaffolding armchairs
PITOU. High gloss painted coil coffeetable 



IMAGE CAMPAIGN

CARDAMON. Copper candle holder

CINNAMON. Copper candle holder



REVAMP
PRESS INFO

give a new and improved form, structure, or appearance to.
synonyms: renovate, redecorate, refurbish, recondition, rehabilitate, 
rebuild, reconstruct, overhaul, make over

an act of improving the form, structure, or appearance of something

[v. ree-vamp; n. ree-vamp]

verb

revamp

noun


